
CRUNCH TIME FOR LEADERS
MENTORING & COACHING WITH ALENA

Are you ready to step into a leadership identity that:  
- delivers impactful results? 
- leads high performing teams? 
- successfully influences stakeholders? 
Are you ready to create a leadership identity that works for you?

Without purposeful action, any of the following can occur: 
- because leaders haven't had the opportunity to 
experience the positive effect leadership skills have on 
their technical skills, poor leadership practices emerge, 
threatening personal, team and business success. 
- leaders end up 'doing it all', because they don't know 
how to leverage the collective strength of their team. 
Energy levels wane, resulting in underperformance and 
poor delivery. 
- leaders' careers stagnate as they cannot demonstrate 
the ability to shift out of expert or 'technician' status. 
- all aspects of a leader's context (work & home) become 
chaotic, threatening energy, wellbeing and fulfilment. 

Recent ICF studies concluded that 70% of people undertaking executive coaching had 
an improvement in work performance and 51% with improvement in team effectiveness!

It always seems impossible until it's done 
- Nelson Mandela

After years of technical training, and career progression primarily based on technical expertise 
and years of tenure, experts often find themselves at a level of leadership that requires more 
than this. The paradigm shifts, and there is no rule book to follow, or tests to take! Interestingly, 
this often happens at a time where life gets interesting - responsibilities and pressures on time 
increase. This tension presents leaders with a moment of truth: do they simply ride the current, 
and let external forces set their direction, priorities and future, or do they stop and take control?

When leaders engage in a process of skilled coaching 
and mentoring, they are provided with an opportunity 
to gain clarity, generate insight, observe different 
perspectives and catapult into action. Leaders are 
equipped with new skills, tools and techniques that 
enable them to focus on what matters and achieve 
their career goals. 
Our clients often experience the following 
transformations in attitude and activity:



A structured approach with inbuilt flexibility ensures client needs are met  

The approach 

Overarching outcome
Confident leaders that take inspired action towards better choices. Leaders that create a 
leadership identity that is successful and works for them. Leaders that - like architects - design the 
specific supporting skills and (behaviour) requirements to deliver the step change they desire.

Obsessed with helping finance professionals deliver results by creating better 
business relationships, Alena uses her years of global professional experience 
and expertise as a Chartered Accountant, speaker, accredited coach, facilitator 
and motivational profiling practitioner to identify and unclog outdated practices 
and unleash the innovation that lies within each individual and team. 
 
By connecting technical and leadership skills, she arms leaders with the 
capability to tactically and practically navigate their teams through the depths of 
crunch time and lift them out of the back-office. She focuses on the power of 
relationships and conversation to deliver the impact and influence required - 
fast! 
 
Expect to be challenged - this is where the growth occurs!

Sound interesting? Let's talk! Contact Alena on alena@alenabennett.com.au or 0451 541 481

About Alena

In order to embed behaviour change and make it 
sustainable, we must operate in the context of reality and 
not a simulated learning environment. The framework we 
have designed ensures that our clients generate deep 
insight and shift thinking, can take speedy action and 
subsequently deliver impactful results.


